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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

SYstem Was held in Washington on Wednesday, March 5, 1941, at 9:45

PRESENT: Mr. Eccles, Chairman
Mr. Ransom, Vice Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. McKee
Mr. Davis

Mr. Morrill, Secretary
Mr. Carpenter, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Thurston, Special Assistant to the

Chairman

There was presented a telegram dated March 4, 1941, from Mr.
ROye,

expressing regret that he could not come to Washington today

the meeting of the members of the board of directors of the Chicago

841k With the Board of Governors.

There followed discussion of the position the Board should

When it met with the directors of the Chicago Bank this morning

44c1 there was general agreement on the substance of a statement to be
rilacte 1-

u.Y Chairman Eccles.

At 10:08, Messrs. Lewis, Gregory, Cummings, and Williams,

take

clireet
°I's of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, were invited into

harld
should be deferred until Mr. Draper, who had been necessarily

cielaYed and was expected shortly, was able to join the meeting. Mr.

1)11413er 
arrived at 10:17 a.m.

the 
room and it was agreed that the consideration of the matter in
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Chairman Eccles made a statement substantially as follows:

We are glad of this opportunity to meet with members of the

boar,4
of directors of the Chicago Bank and appreciate your coming to

l'fashington. We are in hopes that as a result of this conference SOMB

Of the unfavorable publicity and difficulties that have been develop-

Can be satisfactorily met. In the first place, I have stated to

individual members of the Chicago board the viewpoint of the Board of

CTI3vernors on this matter but I might repeat it while we are all to-

Mar. In the selection of senior officers of the Federal Reserve

13at 
8 the Board here feels that it has a joint responsibility with

the
board of directors, and that we are just as interested as you are

ha,t
v-ong officers of the Bank who are competent and who are satis-

fact 
(317 to this Board. We feel that this is our right and privilege

tri vi
-ew of the fact that aside from the fact that the appointment must

be a,
eProved by the Board we gave up having a full-time Chairman at the

tarat
and transferred to the Presidents nearly all of the important

1\111cti
°Ile previously performed by the Chairman and, therefore, we feel

that
the President must be satisfactory to the Board of Governors as

frej

as to your board. As you know, the law specifically provides that
the

4PPointment of President and First Vice President shall be with the

alaiarn
* -val of the Board of Governors. We do not want to undertake, and

he
not done so in any bank or at any time, to dictate a candidate that

wo 

approve. Committees of directors from other Banks have advised
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With " and suggested persons whom they had in mind and have asked us

suggestions, and a solution has been worked out on an amicable and

el5oPerative basis, realizing the mutual interest of the boards of di —

l'eet0re and the Board of Governors. We, of course, would like to

413131"°ach this problem on the same basis as it has been approached with

Other
Banks. Unfortunately, the situation at Chicago has developed

"it has because of the failure to follow this procedure and a cleav-
age

in Your board has developed. The important point at the present
tjfl 
' la to attempt as promptly as possible to correct the existing

situation and avoid any further unfortunate publicity because if the

PIMIleitY should continue the Board might be forced to make some kind
Of

a statement. Up to the present time, in spite of the pressure that
has be Put upon us by the press and by wires from bankers and bankers'
aes—

vclations, we have been able to avoid a statement but there may be
a 
Point 

at which it may be advisable and necessary in order to protect
the ,

noard and the System to make a statement of all of the facts in the

8ituati
"")n. We hope that action can be taken soon enough -so that the

- matter can be forgotten and a statement avoided. Contrary to
the
-"Pression created by the news accounts, there has been no political

Drees
Ure of any kind brought to bear upon the Board of Governors or upon

"4ember of the Board. The Board has been entirely free from any

Kit teal_
considerations whatsoever or from any pressure or suggestions

frok
Political sources. I make that statement because we want you

to

'"(YIY how grossly untrue the public statements have been. We hope
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that the press will not so irritate and agitate the Administration to

the
Point where it may feel that it has to take a hand in the situation.

Board has always resisted any political pressure and there have

"bm been even suggestions from political sources. There has been

the greatest respect for the independent status that this Board is

eXPected to occupy. It seems to us that, due to the general impression

The

that ,
"as been given that there has been political influence, anyone

c°1111ected with the Administration and who therefore would be construed

to be
a Political appointment should not be considered for the position

c3f President of the Chicago Bank. The Board feels that it could not

1)131'()ve anyone whose appointment could be interpreted or considered as

being political or whose appointment would make it appear that the

board of directors had undertaken to bring political pressure to secure

Ilch appointment. That would seem to be in the interest of the Chicago

BEIllks the Board of Governors, and the System. It appears to the Board

that there
would be possibly less criticism, or no criticism at all,

it 8°meone could be found in the Federal Reserve System. Certainly

With
"e System as large as it is and with men of ability and exper-

tell" in the System
41) the 

Chicago Bank and such an appointment could not be construed by

IttlYone
as being anything else than proper, whereas if you go outside of

the s_ s
Y tem the appointment may well be interpreted as a political one

011

the 0

you should be able to find someone who could head

the one hand or may be looked upon as an anti-Administration one on

ther, and either one would be unfortunate for the reason that the
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SYstem does
not want a cleavage within itself nor can it afford any

cleavage with the Administration. Therefore, the course, under all

°lithe circumstances, appears to us to be to try to find someone with-

in the 
System. That is a general statement of the situation as it

"'ars to us.

Mr. Cummings then made the statement that the feeling is

sPreading throughout the country that the Board of Governors wants

t° dictate the appointments at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago,

171*h is not a good thing, and that, while the papers had stressed
the

statement that Mr. Schram, being from the Reconstruction Finance

Cor,-peration, was a political appointee, the feeling might change to

the feeling that the Board in Washington wanted to dictate the appoint-

ittents
at Chicago regardless of the wishes of the board of directors.

He Ai
-"-80 said that the question of politics, therefore, works both ways,

that L
rle wanted to avoid all of these things, which was the reason why

he hbA
come to Washington to see if it could not be worked out, that a

41a3°1'itY of the Chicago directors felt that they should be independent,
that

It is their duty to select a President and submit his name to the

toard
regardless of who it was, that it was their legal right to do

that
' and that they should be the body to select the President. He

cq that he wanted to protect the Board because it was part of the

rEtern
and that he had always wanted to protect the System, but that

he w,
Q'Ited to give the directors some leeway. The Board of Governors
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had 

stated, he said, that it did not want to dictate and he wanted to

kA0
w how it was going to work the matter out.

Mr. Ransom asked the Chicago directors to place themselves in
the po

e"lon in which the Board finds itself when names are presented
for

PProval or disapproval. It appeared to him that there was a re—

sP4tsibility which cooperation required be exercised somewhat jointly,

whdr
did not mean in any sense that the Board sitting in Washington

had the responsibility of selecting the Presidents of the Banks or of

auRgeR+.--ang names, unless requested to do so, or that the Board do any—
thin

g more than discuss with the directors of the Bank the question of
the

..tutability of any person that the directors might have in mind,

1() at an embarrassing situation, not only to the board of directors
or'

t° the Board of Governors, but to the person who might be selected,

ht be avoided. It was wholly a question, he said, of cooperation.
He

a-Ld that when the Chicago committee came to Washington with names

the'
ovn and asked for suggestions, the Board gave them a pretty

Wide
l'ange of names for the purpose of showing the type of person the

toe.,
in mind for the Presidency of the Chicago Bank.

Mr. Cummings made the further statement that the reason for
his r

6148.1"ks was that the Board must realize that publicity might come

°14 th.,
" the Board of Governors was dictating the appointments at the

Chic
nank and that was as likely to happen as it was to happen the

qtler Ways
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Chairman Eccles stated that in those circumstances it would be

neces8arY for the Board to issue a statement to the press to correct
the tm

pression. He also stated that it was strange that the difficulty

Itt the Chicago Bank was the only one that the Board had had, that the

Board
was not questioning the right of the board of directors of the

Bark to select a President, but that it was not willing to admit that,

l'egar
&less of who the person selected might be, the Board should not

be Dra",,4
-L-- cusly advised. Before the election takes place, he said, the

P11'80/18 considered should be discussed with the Board informally so
that

a veto on the part of the Board might be avoided, as that was the

cooperative way to handle a matter of this sort. He said that the

c).al'cl had been willing to transfer many of the functions previously

Perforzed by the Chairman and Federal Reserve Agent at the Bank, who

a Board's representative at the Bank, to the President and there-

to do
away with the dual heads of the Bank which had not been satis-

147 but that, at the same time, it felt it was entitled to have

ething to say with reference to the selection of the President and

at Vice President, that if the press would inform itself on the

114t°17 of this legislative development it would find that the Board

he in 10 way assuming a responsibility that it was not expected to

.441inie Under the law, and that the Board's right of approval does not

rtiell a "rubber stamp". He pointed out that the relationship of the

Governors with the Presidents of the Banks is a continuing

aild that the relations of the Board and the officers of the Federal
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Reserve Banks are such that the relationship must be a satisfactory one.

In this connection Mr. Ransom also called attention to the fact

that the Presidents share an important function with the members of the

I*" as members of the Federal Open Market Committee.

Comments were then made by different members of the Board to

the effect that the Board had never suggested names for consideration

bY the boards of directors of

SzYlnezak stated that,

Board under the
Was hot a statutory
that the legislative history
the 

reason why the Board was

the Banks unless asked to do so,

before the Banking Act of 1935, the chief

Mr.

execu-

tive officer of the Federal Reserve Banks was the Chairman appointed by
the

the

statute, that the office of governor of the Bank

office but was an office created by the Banks, and

of the Banking Act of 1935 would show that

given the power of approval was that, since

President was to be the chief executive officer, there was a dual
re8,

vunsibility on the part of the board of directors and the Board of
GOver

11°118 and there should be mutual consideration of the person to be

n as the chief executive officer. The Act also went further, he
chose

444
' and Provided that, since the First Vice President might occupy

the ,0
eltion of President, his appointment was made subject to approval

bY the 
330ard, after which the Board took the position that there was no

Ileed
c)f two chief executive officers of the Bank and thereupon placed

the 
Chalrmanship of the Bank on an honorary basis, with the understand-

h'r both +h- -us board of directors and the Board of Governors in Washington.

the person selected as President of the Bank would be considered
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Chairman Eccles then reviewed the circumstances which led up

to the adoption by the Board in 1936 of the policy that it would not

alpProve the appointment of a President of a Federal Reserve Bank who

41/leached the age of 65 at the time of his appointment and said that
the to_

uoard had not undertaken to dictate in those cases who the Presi-

dent should be and in all of them there was informal consultation be-

the elections finally took place.

In a further reference to the legislative history of the Bank-

Ct of 1935, Mr. Ransom reviewed the circumstances which led a

c°1Mlittee of the American Bankers' Association, of which he was then a

441ber, to agree to the selection of a President as chief executive

"car for a period of five years subject to approval by the Board and

8t4ted that in the five years since the enactment of the Banking Act of
1935 

the Board, in the light of the legislative history of the Act, had

4"ried to select a President of a Federal Reserve Bank but on the

°the r hand had tried to be cooperative.

Mr. McKee suggested that, irrespective of what had gone before,

Pr°blem before the board of directors and the Board of Governors

the

ha+
"° avoid further embarrassment to the directors and the Board, and

to a,
individual who might be considered for the position of President

°t he h- .ulcago Bank.

Mr. Lewis then made a statement reviewing the consideration

Chc had been given to the matter by the directors of the Chicago Bank,
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fl‘cel which it appeared that a committee of directors was appointed in
Sept

ember of last year, consisting of Messrs. Cummings, Babb, and Wood
to

submit suggested names, but that nothing was done on the matter until

4Weinber, that Mr. Szymczak had made it clear that it was customary

ailldssirable for the boards of directors to submit names of prospective

candidates to the Board of Governors, and that as he (Mr. Lewis) re—

tlenthered it, only two names had been considered. Because of recurring
attack

8 of influenza, he said that he had been unable to take any

acti°n, that he talked to Mr. Szymozak twice in December, and that if
there was any

blame for the confusion that had occurred it was on his

(11r. LewisIN
I shoulders because of his illness. He said that he had

ciOne the best he could and that he had no apologies to offer. He also

aald that at the January meeting of the directors the appointment of a

411President did not seem to be of urgency and as he felt another

attack of influenza coming on he talked to President Schaller and under—
stOod

fr'°Im him that he would be willing to remain at the Bank after

4arch 1° Mr. Lewis said he did not know at the time that Mr. Schaller

ec)/4-14 not be reappointed for a brief period, that he did not think Mr.

8ellailer understood it, and that, as a result, when the time for the
el et

—4°11 of a President arrived in February he was in Florida.

At Mr. Lewis' request, Mr. Szym.czak withdraw from the meeting
at thi

a Point and Mr. Lewis continued with the statement that the reason
he

Why
had asked that Mr. Szymezak be excused was that he had approached
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SzYmczak with regard to taking the position of President of the

Federal 
Reserve Bank of Chicago, that he had thought he was a highly

competent man with experience which would qualify him for the position,

that/1r. Szymczakts answer was that he could not consider it at all for

the reason that it would appear that he was using his position on the

113ard to get the job, but that, notwithstanding that, he (Mr. Lewis)

cc4ItInued to feel that the objection raised by Mr. Szymczak could be
taken

care of some way and Mr. Szymczak was his candidate. The only

°tiler candidate, he said, was Mr. Schram, mentioned by Mr. Cummings.

Lewis also said he did not know Mr. Schram but knew of him as a
high ,

"class man, with no experience in the Federal Reserve System but

With 
a large amount of banking and other experience, who would make a

'c)c)cl executive. He added that he felt no hesitancy about approving Mr.
Schr_
'41 and that he probably was lax because of his illness in not tak-

Illethe matter up with Mr. Szymczak.

At this point Mr. Szymczak returned to the room.

M. Lewis made the further statement that he traveled 2,800

laliles
'r°m Florida and return to be at the January meeting but that he

lett t hat meeting with the thought that there was no urgency at the
time

as he had asked Mr. Schaller if he would continue to serve and if
hew

°41d leave his resignation with the board and that Mr. Schaller had
ree,

v011ded that he would.

Mr. McKee inquired if Mr. Lewis had told Mr. Schram that he

Present his name. Mr. Lewis stated that he had never talked to
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lit's Schram. He also said that he felt that the directors should perform

the functions of the board, that he had served on a number of boards and

48 a rule those boards were able frankly to express their wishes, that

the Present problem was the most important matter that had come up since

he had been a member of the Chicago board, that he had not asked anyone

el" on the board what he was going to do, and that he regretted that
there

was any thought of anyone controlling his actions

iribileiness too long to have anyone control his actions and had given

tr481Y of his time with the thought that he was going to do the best

he could to fill the position of Chairman of the board. He made the

additional comment that he did not "side

3/5/41

el d did not intentionally stay away

taatter before the Reconstruction

itle several million dollars

114hington to attend

44d he did not like

r4erit to be made that

tNIkthe board of directors

Goy%

r8 could say so, that he was not criticizing the Board for saying
tiler

from

Finance

away" from any responsibility

Washington,

Corporation

of his own money that he

that he had had a

in January involv-

could not come to

to and that he had had to send an attorney. He

to be criticized, that he did not like any state-

he was controlled by anyone, that he would resign

if there were

as he had been

to remove him. He

any such thought in anyone's

11114' that the Board of Governors had the right of removal, and that, if

'4.etion that he had taken since he had been a member of the board of
qv.
'ors was objectionable, the Board had the right

adde,
v- that if his vote over the telephone was not in order the Board of

e was no election because the man who was proposed was apparently
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not satisfactory to the Board, and that all that was past and he felt

the
question to be considered was what action should be taken from this

P'int on.

Chairman Eccles suggested that the directors who were in Wash-

ington hold a conference for the purpose of preparing a list of names

to be
discussed with the Board before the directors returned

not with the idea of agreeing upon any specific name that the direc-

tors would undertake to have elected but with a view to determining

1113°11 a list of names that would be acceptable to the Board.

Mr. Cummings stated that such a procedure would have no weight
bee..

...use there were five other members of the Chicago board.

to Chicago,

Chairman Eccles stated it would have the result that the di-

l'ect°r8 who were in Washington would not go back to Chicago and propose

rile°11e who had not been considered here and that if someone else were

lIght up by some of the other directors it could be stated that there

14.4 4° use appointing such a person without first discussing him with
the

rd of Governors.

Mr. Cummings referred again to Mr. Van Dusen's motion at the

last meeting of the board of directors of the Bank that another meeting

the Purpose of considering the appointment of a President be not
held

unless all of the directors were present. Mr. Gregory read from
the

minutes

.144 'Dr the
Were found

of the meeting which disclosed that Mr. Gregory as Chair-

meeting stated that if another meeting of the directors

to be necessary he could not recognize the motion as binding.
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Re j, 
expressed the opinion that, while every opportunity should

be given to the directors to be present, he did not think a meeting

could be long delayed. Members of the Board of Governors expressed

the °Pinion that it was desirable that a decision on the matter be

reached as promptly as possible.

During a discussion of the suggestion made by Chairman Eccles,
the

Point was emphasized that, if any of the directors of the Chicago

Bank at their next meeting should suggest names which had not been

Pt'evi-ously discussed with the Board of Governors, action on such

114111" should be deferred until the Board could have an opportunity
to

state 
whether any of the names would be acceptable to it. Members

th e Board called attention to the fact that the procedure followed

br0ther Federal Reserve Banks in the selection of a President had

11(41"esulted in the difficulties encountered in the case of Chicago

411d thatat it would seem that in the interest of the Federal Reserve

ahlte 
m the Chicago directors should now be willing to do what the di-

rector,
- of other Federal Reserve Banks had done and recognize the joint

lectio
-ns with the Board before final action was taken.

Mr. Cummings said he wanted the Board to get clearly in mind
that hi

reePo
"lbility of the directors and the Board and discuss possible se-

said h

rlitlib

8 Purpose in being here was to clear up the situation. He

e would be remiss in his duty if he did not tell the Board how

er of the directors felt, that he was in accord with submitting
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a name but he wanted to clear the record of any implication that

he Tirr. -

" controlling any votes or had any other candidate than Mr.

Schram.

There was further discussion of the point raised by Er. Cummings

and of Chairman Eccles' suggestion during which the directors were

given to understand that, because of the circumstances surrounding

hie selection, Mr. Schram was not acceptable to the Board of Governors

as President of the Chicago Bank.

In response to an inquiry fr.= Mr. Lewis, Mr. Szymczak stated
that

he would not accept the Presidency of the Chicago Bank under any

circ
umstances.

At 12:30 p.m. the meeting recessed with the understanding that

the 
members of the board of directors of the Chicago Bank would meet

8°Parately for the consideration of a list of names to be presented to

the Board of Governors in accordance with Chairman Eccles' suggestion,

and at 3:50 p.m.. the meeting reconvened with the same attendance as at
the 

close of the morning session.

Mr. Lewis stated that he had communicated by telephone with all

()It the 
absent directors except Mr. Noyes and had arranged for a meeting

°t the board of directors on Friday, March 7, which was the earliest

that it could be held. He also said that Mr. Van Dusen had already
I31.1reh

ased his tickets to go to Florida and his baggage had already gone,
that h

e would not be at the Friday meeting, but that he had released the
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(ther 
directors from the agreement reached at the February meeting

that no meeting of the board to consider the election of a President

w°41d be held until all of the members could be present and had said
he

w°uld leave to the judgment of the other eight directors the appoint-

Of a President.

Mr. Lewis then stated that in a separate meeting of the direc-
tors

who were in Washington several names had been suggested and that

liat which had been prepared for discussion with the Board of Gover-

11°re included the names of Daniel W. Bell, Wayne C. Taylor, M. S.
%Inc ak

Frank D. Williams, H. P. Preston, and C. S. Young. He also

441 that Mr. Peyton had been considered as possible available timber.

Mr. McKee inquired whether any of the directors had other names

Ngset and Mr. Lewis replied that none of the directors who were

Present had any.

Mr. Cummings said that some of the absent directors might wish
to rn,
-e 

suggestions.

In response to an inquiry from Mr. Szymczak as to whether Mr.
Site

to

lair was not considered, Mr. Lewis replied that his name had been

ellgge8ted. He also said that it was the understanding among the direc-

t°re in their separate meeting that if the absent directors had any

4:1e8 t° suggest these names would be submitted to the Board before

4441 'acti°n was taken.

tel
call from Mr. Noyes.

At this point Mr. Lewis was called from the room to answer a
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Mr. Cummings said that Mr. Peyton and Mr. Sinclair had not been

added to the list for the reason they had not been suggested by the

cliNctore of the Chicago Bank and Chairman Eccles stated that their

riaMes had been among those discussed with the members of the executive

e°MMit tee of the Chicago Bank when they met with the Board in Washington.

In response to an inquiry from Chairman Eccles, Mr. Gregory

sta4ed that Mr. Peyton and Mr. Sinclair were not necessarily eliminated

fr°111 the list as their names might come up and that John Williams' name

ilas n(4 included because of the opposition expressed by Mr. Van Dusen

t hz„.4
-"411g an economist as President of the Bank. He also stated that

4/las not intended that the list would be an exclusive one and that
N directors would like to have the Board go over the list and if

there 
was anyone who4was unacceptable to the Board the name would be

taken ore.

Chairman Eccles then inquired whether it was to be the under-

of the Board that each member of the board of directors re-

the right, either individually or collectively, to submit names
not 

Included on the list.

Messrs. Gregory and Williams replied they had none and Mr.

St

e
'4

llthm14
— 1g8 •

said he had not given any thought to it but that he might have

"araes and might want to. join with other directors in a suggestion.

res.—
vvnse to a further inquiry from Chairman Eccles as to whether he

to ktt ed
reserve the right to present other names, Mr. Cummings said

he cps
4-C(3 the intention being that when the directors met on Friday the
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rectors Who who were absent today would be informed of this meeting and

w°111d be advised that, if any additional names were to be presented,
the /30

ard of Governors desired to have those names submitted to it be-.

tore 
a formal vote was taken.

Mr. Gregory commented that he did not think there could be any

c3bilisetion to that, that when he returned to Chicago he might think of

eonleone 
who might be more satisfactory than anyone heretofore presented,

that „
4ne list as presented included all the names that all the directors

ccillid think of and that he believed all of these directors who were here

agreed that they would confer with the Board informally before taking

4(14nri-.. on anyone where there might be any question of the position of
the

mard of Governors.

In response to a question from Mr. Ransom as to whether the

Proposed procedure was agreeable to the directors present, Mr. Cummings

4tti tl.h at the thought was that, before an appointment was made of any—

hair.
the Board's approval.

Ott
tn4.

Previously considered, the name would be submitted to the Board

a° that
the directors would know beforehand that the appointment would

Chairman Eccles stated that the problem before the meeting in—

V
O
4" not only the appointment of a President of the Chicago Bank, but

°Ira Pirat Vice President as well. In the discussion that followed it

Pqnte d out that at the meeting of the directors on February 27 Mr.

Pl'eston was
elected First Vice President and that the Board of Governors

cleterl'ed action on the appointment in order to leave the directors
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had be
11 any discussion of the salary fixed for Mr. Preston as First

'resident, Chairman Eccles suggested that the question of salaries

all°1'1.ci be taken up as a separate matter.

Mr. Lewis stated that he had just talked over the telephone with

41% No—
"8, who had stated that he would arrange to attend the meeting

the _
uoard of directors of the Chicago Bank which had been called for

Ilat.ch 7.
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el/tirelY free in their consideration of the appointment of a President.

Mr. Szymczak stated that the directors might wish to reconsider

their
action with respect to Mr. Preston, and Mr. Gregory stated that

a txt.
lon to reconsider would require a vote of two—thirds of the direc—

tors

or

the lis,

' of names submitted to it and confer with the directors again.

fl'°111th e meeting, with the understanding that the Board would consider

At 4: 5

Eccles made a statement substantially as follows:

This morning, in expressing the views of the Board, I pointed

because of the publicity that this matter had already received,

At this point Mr. Lewis returned to the room.

In response to an inquiry from Mr. Lewis as to whether there

At 4:10 p.m. the four directors of the Chicago Bank withdrew

it
LI advisable to select as President of the Federal Reserve Bankohis,

5 the directors of the Chicago Bank returned to the meeting and

ago someone within the Federal Reserve System and thereby avoid
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the accusation that there was any dictation by the Administration in

the situation. With that thought in mind, in considering Messrs.

1441-or and Bell, it is the view of the Board that it would be inadvis-

able to elect either of these men because they likely would be regarded

"Political appointees. With reference to the other names mentioned,

iticlUding Messrs. Peyton and Sinclair, all of whom are in the System,

the
W°u1d be acceptable to the Board.

Mr. Lewis inquired whether the directors should eliminate the

of Messrs. Taylor and Bell from consideration at the meeting of
the 

dlrectors on Friday as being unacceptable to the Board, and Chair-

c c-Les replied that they were both able men and there was no

°Necti-on to them personally, but that they were both in Washington
azid pa

their
names would not be presented for the reasons previously stated

tOt sA what the action of the Board would be. He added that if the

boriar
' of directors at Chicago were unanimous in the feeling that either

ohe of

Matter

rt of the Administration and it was the hope of the Board that

(1111111
g this meeting, and that if their names were presented he could

the men should be selected, the Board would want to give the

consideration. He made the further statement that this did not

kean that the Board had taken the position that it would disapprove Mr.
_ r —r. Taylor, but that the Board would want to consider the name

pr
esented.

Ur. Szymczak stated that there was one name on the list that he

11(3ttld like to discuss

" tht8 
meeting,

with the Chicago directors after the adjournment
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At this point Messrs. Thurston, Lewis, Gregory, Cummings, and

kilt°
1112 left the meeting and the action stated with respect to each

Of the matters hereinafter referred to was then taken by the Board:

The minutes of the meeting of the Board of Governors of the

4rs.
- helda'M. Bultman be appointed as a stenographer in the office of

PedA
-ral Reserve System held on March 4, 1941, were approved unanimously.

Memorandum dated March 4, 1941, from Mr. Nelson, Assistant
Seer.

etarY, recommending, with the concurrence of Governor Szymczak, that

Govey.,or Szymczak, with salary at the rate of 1,800 per annum, effec-
tive

a8 of the date upon which she enters upon the performance of her
(111qe

8 after having passed satisfactorily the usual physical examination.

Approved unanimously.

Uemorandum from Mr. Wyatt, General Counsel, submitting the

Ilienation of Allene Herring as a stenographer in the Office of General

e°14r1
sel, effective as of the close of business on June 16, 1941, and

Iramending that the resignation be accepted as of that date.

The resignation was accepted.

Letter to Mr. Gilbert, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of

8, reading as follows:

1, "The Board of Governors approves, effective February9
or 41, the changes in the personnel classification plan

t.Your Bank and Houston Branch as requested in your letter
zebruary 5, r41, and as amended in your letter of Feb-

'1148.17 24, 1941.

Approved unanimously.
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Letter to the board of directors of "The Savings Bank of

lqiniamsport, Maryland", Williamsport, Maryland, stating that, subject

toe 
of membership numbered 1 to 3, inclusive, contained in

the Bo
ard ts Regulation HI the Board approves the bank's application for

SLIiP in the Federal Reserve System and for the appropriate amount
Or

8t0elt in the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond.

Approved unanimously, together with
a letter to Mr. Leach, President of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, reading
as follows:

"The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
aPproves the application of 'The Savings Bank of Williams-
Port, Maryland', Williamsport, Maryland, for membership in
the Federal Reserve System, subject to the conditions pre-
Scribed in the enclosed letter which you are requested to

rrard to the Board of Directors of the institution. Two

for 
of such letter are also enclosed, one of which is

;31" Your files and the other of which you are requested to

for 
to the Bank Commissioner for the State of Maryland

I0r his information.
"It has not been the practice of the Board to prescribe

generally a condition of membership to require prior ap-

ii);°Yal of distributions or payments on waived deposits, and
81/4' 3.-s felt that there are not sufficient reasons for pre-

11:fbing such a condition in this case. However, the Reserve

in the regular course of supervision, should of course
""Qertake to see to it that unwarranted distributions are

n made by the bank; and, on the other hand, the Reserve

Znit should also endeavor to see to it that full and proper
nsideration is given to the rights of the waiving deposi-tors
•
"It is assumed that your office will follow the matter

Of the bank's  reducing to within statutory limits the exces-
ive balance with a nonmember bank."

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.
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